A remarkably well-preserved Manichaean silk painting, most likely from the era of the Yuan dynasty, has been identi ed recently in the collection of a renowned Japanese art museum, the Yamato Bunkakan. 
3 e initial Buddhist interpretations of the painting, including its overall theme as the 'Six Buddhist Realms' and its main scene as the 'Meeting of the ree Religions' (i.e., Taoism, Confucianism, and Buddhism), were reviewed by Takeo Izumi. Although Izumi raises the possibility that the main gure could be Mani, due to its similarity to the basic iconography of the Mani statue from near Quanzhou, he urges further study before a secure Manichaean identi cation could be a rmed. He writes: 'I should like to wait for the de nitive answer to the question who is represented in the Yamato Bunkakan painting and to the problem of its religious a liation' (' A Possible Nestorian Christian Image: Regarding the Figure Preserved as e painting itself is a ca. -feet tall hanging scroll, consisting of ve clearly demarcated registers of varying heights that together convey a subject that we may call Sermon on Mani's Teaching of Salvation (Fig. ) . At the very top, register depicts heaven through a palace building that forms the focus of a narration of events with repeated gures of a few mythological beings.
7 In a technique known as continuous narration, this composition shows how the Light Maiden and her entourage conduct their business: arriving on the le , while being greeted by an unidenti ed female host; visiting with the host, while seated inside the palace at the center; and then departing on the right, while being seen o by the host.
is scene maybe titled: e Light Maiden's Visit to Heaven. Register depicts a sermon performed around the statue of a Manichaean deity 4 As part of the Manichaean identi cation of the image, the inscription is discussed by Yoshida ('A Manichaean Painting from Ningbo, ' ), who provides a Japanese translation by T. Moriyasu, the English equivalent of which is as follows (Yoshida, personal communication) : 'Zhang Siyi from a parish(?) called Dongzheng, who is a leader of the disciples, together with his wife Xinniang [from] the family of Zheng make a donation and present respectfully a sacred painting of Hades to a temple of vegetarians located on the Baoshan mountain. ey wish to provide it as their eternal o ering. Accordingly, peace may be kept. [In the year . . . and in the . . . -th month]. ' e characters for the date are illegible.
5 Yoshida interprets the main gure as Mani, and the repeated image of the female gure as the Light Maiden (Sogdian Daēnā). Regarding the overall subject of the painting, he suggests that it is an illustration of Manichaean doctrine on the individual eschatology, and thus could be viewed as a scene inspired by a theme depicted in Mani's PictureBook (' A Manichaean Painting from Ningbo' -). e Manichaean iconography of the main gure and the elects in connection with other southern Chinese Manichaean presentations are also discussed by Gulácsi (' A Manichaean Portrait of the Buddha Jesus: Identifying a Twel h-irteenth-century Chinese Painting from the Collection of Seiunji Zen Temple. ' Artibus Asiae / ( ): -). 6 e textual evidence on southern Chinese Manichaean pictorial art is surveyed in Gulácsi, ' A Manichaean Portrait of the Buddha Jesus, ' -.
